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Quotation of the Month

Poetry doesn’t make things
happen, to paraphrase Auden. It
doesn’t stop wars, feed the
hungry or stop the earth from
being abused. Yet it is perhaps
precisely of its non-utilitarian
value that we need it so much,
every crust, every scrap of it.
In a world where everything is
measured in economic terms,
poetry is essential because it
resists being calibrated,
reminding us that the seemingly
most useless things are the most
vital to our being alive.
—Boey Kim Cheng

The Worst Poet in the World
by Bill Conroy
In a corner of the famous Octagon, in Dunedin, there sits a handsome statuary
tribute to the Scottish poet Robbie Burns (17591796), widely regarded as being one of the finest
poets that his country has produced.
What does not exist in that city is a civic
tribute to the second star in the Scottish poetic
firmament, a man who, in his lifetime, was
recognised by his contemporaries as being
without peer in the range and quality of his
poetic works: regretfully, the Civic fathers have
not honoured William Topaz McGonagall (1830?-1903), recognised nowadays as
being the worst poet of his generation, and not only in Scotland but worldwide.
Still, Scotland can stand proud, having produced two of the most famous and
gifted poets in the English-speaking world, though each for a different reason.
William McGonagall’s origins are uncertain. His father has said his son was
born in Ireland in 1825 and that the family moved to Edinburgh some time later.
William, on the other hand, had proclaimed he was born in Edinburgh in 1830. In
making his claim, the poet, in one move, became a Scotsman and five years
younger! Eventually, McGonagall moved to Dundee, where he spent the greater
part of his life and created the majority of his poetic works.
So why was McGonagall’s poetry so bad? The chief criticisms aimed at him
were that he was deaf to poetic metaphor, and that was unable to scan correctly. In
the hands of lesser poets, this could have been a handicap. However, his fame truly
stems from the humorous effect these shortcomings generated. Inappropriate
rhythms, weak vocabulary, ill-advised imagery: all these combined to make his
work among the most spontaneously amusing, comic poetry in the English
language. Moreover, McGonagall’s readings of his poetic works were so awful,
they left audiences rolling on the floor with laughter and, on several occasions,
sparked riots!
Let me quote two examples of the famous man’s work:
I must now conclude my lay
By telling the world fearlessly without the least dismay
That your central girders would not have given way
At least many sensible men do say
Had they been supported on each side with buttresses
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At least many sensible men confesses
For the stronger we our houses do build
The less chance we have of being killed

(“The Tay Bridge Disaster”)
And again…
But accidents will happen both on sea and land
And the works of the Almighty is hard to understand
And thank God there’s only a few has fallen victims
to the fire
But I hope they are now in Heaven, amongst the
Heavenly Choir

(“The Burning of the People’s Variety Theatre,
Aberdeen”)
So really, who or what was William Topaz
McGonagall? Was he a monumental buffoon with an
overwhelming ego; or was he, in fact, a genius who
played the role of fool and duped the public to his
financial advantage? It is an intriguing question.
Irrespective of quality, many of the poems
McGonagall wrote are a social history of his place and
time. They convey something of the world that caught his
attention, many of them long forgotten. McGonagall had
little formal schooling, so the range of topics and the
variety of historical and geographical location, and detail
in his poems is amazing.
In the more than 200 poems he’d written, McGonagall
covered an astonishing range of subjects, from British
army battles in Egypt and South Africa, the death and
funerals of a wide variety of well-known people, of
marine and rail disasters, significant events at home and
abroad, the attempted assassination of Queen Victoria,
Greenland’s icy mountains, the battles of Bannockburn
and Culloden, the execution of the Duke of Monmouth,
and many more. If anything happened at home or abroad,
it seemed McGonagall had written a poem about it.
Still, what a great pity it is that William McGonagall
never had the opportunity to encapsulate the splendour of
our ‘Edinburgh of the South’, a.k.a. Dunedin, in his poetic
work.
McGonagall died in 1903, and is buried in Greyfriars
Kirkyard, Edinburgh.
Bibliography
William McGonagall, Collected Poems (Edinburgh:
Berlinn, 2006)
Poetic Gems: selected from the works of William
McGonagall (London: Folio Society, 1985)

From the Editor
by Ivy Alvarez
Isn’t it lovely how things come around? A year ago, in
this same column, I mentioned how Boston nonprofit
group Mass Poetry used clear, waterproof paint to stencil
lines of poetry on pavements that could only be read when
it rained. I’d asked, “Why not us? We have enough rain.
Might we do the same in Aotearoa next year?” Well, this
year, a student from the School for Young Writers,
Samantha Jory-Smart, has the first rain poem to ever be
‘published’ in New Zealand. Apparently, you can find it
on the footpath of Mollett Street, Christchurch. If it’s not
raining, bring a water bottle!
Our recent NZPS survey showed that most members
read a fine line on their laptop/computer;
are happy to keep the magazine as pdf and print; and
they enjoy the content.
Thanks for sharing your views. These have given us
many ideas for tweaks to the magazine.
For the next two editions, a fine line’s intern editor
Jessie Puru will look after the Book Reviews column.
Interested in reviewing? For ideas, read work from in this
edition from Vaughan Rapatahana and Jeremy Roberts,
then drop her a note at reviews@poetrysociety.org.nz
•
•
•

On behalf of the Committee, I wish to extend our
deepest gratitude to Laurice Gilbert for her guidance
during her term as Acting President, and a warm welcome
to our new NZPS President, Shane Hollands, known for
his innovative work with poet-centric music of differing
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genres, from jazz to electronica to metal.
We are always looking to add new Committee
members. As we hail from Wellington, Auckland and
Tauranga, why not represent your part of Aotearoa? We
want your energy and your views. For more details, email
Katharine Allard at info@poetrysociety.org.nz
The 2017
NZPS
anthology
after the
cyclone
enjoyed a
whirlwind of
activity for its
launch at the
recent NZ
Poetry
Conference
and Festival.
Why not get
one for
yourself and
another as a
present?
Request a
copy by
placing an
order via the order form or visit
poetrysociety.org.nz/nzps-anthology
Speaking of launches, are you a member with a new
poetry collection released this year or launching in 2018?
Share and celebrate your work in the Members’ Books
column! Email your name, book title, publisher,
month/year of its release, cover image and a brief
description to editor@poetrysociety.org.nz
The theme for the February edition of a fine line is
CHAIRS. I would love to receive your poetry-related
articles, letters, reviews, regional reports and, from our
members, up to four poems (40 lines max), sent by 10
January 2018 to editor@poetrysociety.org.nz
For this November/December edition, read a lighthearted article by Bill Conroy about the worst poet in the
world, while bearing in mind Emma Lee’s words of
caution when asking for feedback for your writing.
I am also delighted to present our December Featured
Poet, Bernadette Hall, whose evocative poems first
appeared in the beautifully-produced Maukatere, floating
mountain (Seraph Press).
Congratulations to our inaugural Instagram
competition winner Baraa Hamandi, whose poem and
picture was selected for a prize and inclusion in the
magazine! Follow us @nzpoetrysociety and you could be
our next winner.
And remember, if you’re stuck for gift ideas for a
fellow poet, an NZPS membership might be just the thing
— for the season of gift-giving is here!
Thanks for reading. Wishing you all happy holidays!

From the President
President’s Report, 2016-2017
Laurice Gilbert
The NZ Poetry Society has made good progress in
rebuilding its support base this year, after a difficult time
when there were insufficient people available to get any
work done. A new and active committee has been meeting
regularly by Skype, we’ve appointed a paid workforce to
edit the magazine and carry out administrative work, and
the membership has grown again to pre-slump levels.
The 2016 competition ran at a small loss, which was
more than made up for in anthology sales. We got a new
website. Monthly meetings of Wellington members, a
decades-long tradition and the reason the Society was
originally established, have remained on hold due to lack
of interest. Instead, the committee has focused on
improving our visibility through social media, and we all
got a wee bit excited when our Facebook page reached
1000 followers.
Translating that into financial support is, of course,
another matter, and a renewed attempt to persuade
Creative New Zealand to help us support and promote NZ
poets and poetry was unsuccessful.
Nevertheless, at the end of the 2016-2017 financial
year, the Society was in good heart and ready for new
initiatives to surge ahead.
As always, there are people to thank and I want to pay
particular homage to Anna Hudson, who has taken on the
lion’s share of getting all our ducks lined up and thriving.
She quietly beavers away behind the scenes: advertising,
appointing, making sure committee meetings happen, and
generally keeping us afloat. On top of all that, she does
the magazine layout and distribution, and has the role of
Society Treasurer.
Thanks also to our other voluntary committee
members, Shane Hollands, E Wen Wong and Mike
Subritzky, and to our paid contractors (from 1 April 2017)
Katharine Allard and Ivy Alvarez, for keeping everything
ticking over.
Fiona Kidman and Vincent O’Sullivan remain our
beloved and valued Patrons.
This is definitely my last President’s Report. I know
I’ve said that before and I still ended up as Acting
President this year, but I’m not standing again. I’ve got
other adventures I’m moving into and am no longer
available to be the public face of the Society.
I offer my successor (Shane Hollands) every good
wish. It’s actually a lovely position to hold, and the
President gets invited to all sorts of interesting events, but
I’m done.
Thanks to all the people who have supported me, and
to the many members who were kind enough to send me
positive feedback and thank-yous over the last 11 years.
It’s been fun.
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Baraa Hamandi migrated to New Zealand from the
Middle East at the young age of 10, which converted her
bookcase heavy from Arabic to English books.

Suzanne Herschell, former teacher, is an artist,
curator, selector & judge of national exhibitions, with
poems published in Meniscus, Shot Glass Journal,
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Anthology (Makāro Press), and National Poetry Day
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Susan Howard writes about what affects her and what
she feels is important on the world stage. She lives near
Auckland and has been published in New Zealand and
overseas.

Feature article
Asking for feedback on your writing
Watch your approach
by Emma Lee
Let me list a few scenes for you, and see if you can
spot the common theme among them.
There was that time someone waved a sheaf of papers
in my face at a poetry reading, where I was a featured
reader. He talked at me about his inspirations, interrupting
himself only to ask if I would read his poems. He didn’t
make one comment on either my reading or my poems.
On another occasion, a different person emailed me
with a link to a forum, explaining that I could search for
his work — all twenty of his poems — and that he wanted
to know what I thought of them.
Someone else I know recently posted on social media
that writers who had ‘made it’ should nurture and provide
help to emerging writers.
At a different spoken word evening, someone there
asked where he could get his poem — which he’d just

dashed off that afternoon — published.
Finally, I know someone who, upon returning from a
writing conference, complained that all the publishers and
literary agents ‘hid’ in the breaks between sessions,
including sessions where attendees could make their
pitches. This meant they didn’t get chance to speak to
even one of them.
I get it. You desperately want feedback on your
brilliant manuscript, and you’re too broke to pay for
professional critiques, that you can’t travel to workshops
(but can turn up at readings, spoken word events and
conferences), and still, you urgently want to see your
work in print. Perhaps you feel those already published
have somehow shut the door on your burgeoning career,
and maybe even think literary agents, publishers and other
gatekeepers aren’t human enough to need comfort breaks
— or simply a break from a busy event.
Well, it just might be worth attempting a different
approach when trying to connect with a fellow writer.
What about these for your opening gambits?
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“Loved your reading. Do you know of any local
workshops I could go to get feedback on my
work?”
• “I saw your poems in […] / heard you read at […]
Do you give critiques? I could put my poems in a
document and forward them to you if you do.”
• “Writers aren’t gatekeepers. Publishers and editors
are. Workshops and writing groups are part of the
literary ecosystem, so can anyone suggest some
good online or offline groups local to me?”
• “I’m going to read some poetry magazines and
find out which might be the best fit for my poems.
Any recommendations?”
• “I got loads of good advice from the writers’
conference. I listened to all the sessions and think
I’ve got two or three agents/publishers that would
be a good fit for my work. Now I’m going to
polish my submission to give it the best chance.”
Any half-decent salesperson will tell you that you can
have the best product in the world, but no one’s going to
buy it if you can’t present it in a way that’s welcoming
and relevant to your potential customer. If your potential
customer is another writer or agent, and your product is
your manuscript or poem, it might be worth considering
how you present yourself.
•

For instance, approaching a poet when they are about
to give a reading is bad timing. The poet is preparing for
their reading, checking everything is in place and getting
ready to go on stage. Interrupting this process makes you,
at best, an irritation.
And making it all about you and what you want,
without acknowledging the poet you’re approaching, isn’t
just bad manners, it tells the poet their opinion and
thoughts don’t matter, which undermines your purpose of
getting feedback.
Allow the poet their personal space — particularly if
there is a significant size difference between you and the
poet. I doubt the man waving his papers in front of my
nose realised he was perilously close to hitting me in the
face with them, and that his height meant he was actually
talking over the top of my head.
If you contact someone by email or post, at least have
the courtesy of mentioning where you got their address
from or how you heard of them. (If you don’t, it makes
you look like a potential stalker.)
And if you want someone to do you a favour, don’t
create work for them. If I agree to critique your poems
(and there will be a cost involved), I don’t want to search
for them and I will not go to an unfamiliar website that I
don’t know I can trust.
It is the editors of poetry magazines you need to
impress: they’re the ones who decide which poems get
published.
Agents, publishers and writers who speak at or take
part in panel events at writers’ conferences may simply
want a break between sessions. They are not obliged to
hear your unsolicited pitch. It may even be to your
advantage to write to them afterwards, saying you were at
the conference and heard them speak (mention the topic or
briefly quote to prove it), and why you think that, as a

The 2018 Kapiti Writers’ Retreat
23-25 February 2018
Kapiti Coast, New Zealand
Immerse yourself in writing and conversation this
summer. There’s something for everyone–whether
you’re new to writing, an established writer, or
somewhere in-between. Happening from 23-25
February 2018 on the beautiful Kapiti Coast north
of Wellington, the Kapiti Writers’ Retreat is a twoday gathering for writers that encompasses
intensive morning workshops, lively discussions
and space to write, relax and engage with topics
critical to your work.
Kahini is delighted to host six established New
Zealand writers – Airini Beautrais, Anahera
Gildea, Pip Adam, Rajorshi Chakraborti, Queenie
Rikihana-Hyland and Victor Rodger – at the 2018
Kapiti Writers' Retreat. Each writer will teach
morning workshops: in fiction, poetry, memoir
writing and mixed genre. In the afternoons, they
will lead discussions on topics pertinent to craft
and literature in Aotearoa.
You'll find community, encouragement, and a safe
place in which to take artistic risks.
Find out more here:
http://www.kahini.org/the-2018-kapiti-writers-retreat/

result of that conference, your work is a good fit for them.
Writers have no obligation to help others. In fact, if
they’re already juggling writing around a day job and
other commitments, they may not have time. They may
also not be best placed to give you feedback: writers
aren’t the gatekeepers. Join a writers’ group, go to
workshops, and consider paying for critiques if you want
feedback on your work.
Present yourself in the best light, with a polite and
friendly approach, and you may just increase your
chances for feedback and connection.
» A version of this article first appeared on
Emma Lee’s Blog: emmalee1.wordpress.com
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Featured Poet
Bernadette Hall
With four excerpts from ‘Maukatere, floating mountain’ (Seraph Press, 2016)
1.

bathing baby
to hold the little head out over the plastic bath
(the body swaddled in muslin)
to wipe the eyes gently, each one, sideways,
and the ears, to wipe them gently with a circular motion
to smooth back the soft tufts of hair on the rosy skull
to declare yourself as mother
to declare yourself as father
to declare yourself as child
to declare yourself as leaf
to declare yourself as among the best leapers
2.
There’s the love energy of sweet cicely, a white corsage,
and the hectic ferns that riot and roar upwards.
Sitting in the big floral room that looked out
onto the wet square and the glass memorial,
I could see the names of those who fled Strabane
and went to America.
Why did you not flee Strabane and go to America?
3.
behold a field of snow, an arabesque, the trees weighted with sun

he writes of hooded men in chains, the warders slipping past on felted feet
in transports, the Green Brazilian Toucan and the Shrike Thrush

a memorialist was tried for having blank paper found upon her
a band of ripples like a fancy hemline and all the glister of happiness

accused of being a forger, she was found guilty and sentenced to transportation
4.
there are three swallows on the wire
there are three swallows on the wire inside the water
there are three swallows skimming the water
there are three swallows skimming inside the water
there are twelve swallows and a lagoon and two mountains
one mountain is inside the water and one is inside the air
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Morse code at times. Or, in more modern-speak, rather
like a text message, actually. An example of this
abbreviate articulation follows,

Reviews
Aspiring Light – Robynanne Milford (Pukeko
Press, 2015). ISBN 9780473314125.
RRP$25. Paperback. 118 pages.
Reviewed by Vaughan Rapatahana
This is Robynanne Milford’s third book of poetry. It is
a rather personal assemblage of poems pertaining to a
specific geographical area in New Zealand, which is of
deep significance to the poet, namely Central Otago and
Lake Wanaka in particular. Indeed, on the back cover
blurb, Bernadette Hall stressed that this collection, ‘is an
emporium of all that Robynanne Milford holds dear in her
love affair with Central Otago.’ The book was sparked off
by an important event in 1949 — the ascent of Mount
Aspiring by the photographer Brian Brake along with
other notables, including poet James K Baxter and
composer Douglas Lilburn, who are both later
incorporated on the pages.
Milford has focused on this geographical zone to the
extent of not only providing detailed notes, but also a
reference section, including the several books and
resources she consulted. I often had to cross-reference
these notes as I read some poems, so as to decipher further
the poem mentioned.
There are also several illustrations speckled throughout
the text, including sepia photographs and Rita Angus
paintings. Overall, the production of the book is excellent,
given a very slight mis-ordering in the Notes on page 110,
in relation to the poem sequence.
We find five separate sections arrayed in a historical
continuum, from pre-European times to more recent
times, whereby European settlers have well and truly
entrenched themselves into and onto the landscape.
As part of Milford’s widescreen panorama of this
specific geographical area, she also includes several
different forms of poetry on the pages. Thus we sight not
only shorter half-page poems, but also concrete poems
(for example, “Crossing at Luggate”), found verse (“Lake
of Dreamy Beauty”, “The Clutha River”, “Voices from
Central”), experimental poetry in which there are, as one
example, interlocutory dark type intrusions, as in “The
Quiet Life at Glenfinnan”, and even shape poems (such as
the ophidian “Mata-Au”).
Milford also has an idiosyncratic spacing pattern
throughout, whereby lacunae appear across and through
some lines. Here is an early example,
Thomson’s paintings

gifts

was gondwana
was dreamtime
came hunters
came customary rites

(“Mourning Chorus”, p.80)
Oppositely, Milford also runs together words. One poem
displaying the merge copiously throughout is “The Clutha
River”. Here is an example: ‘Hemi has taken the
mountainsinto his being’ (“Mountains Make Monstrous
Mothers”, p.96).
Milford also likes to pun for fun, as in the title,
“Mourning Chorus” — although I fear that her word
‘wayfearers’ on page 72 is a misspelling?
Then there is the lengthy verse drama, “Sing My
Whispers from the Bed of Lake Wanaka”, covering 15
pages of inquisition of the unhappy life and intriguing
demise of one Elizabeth Ann Walsh (1868-1889). I
enjoyed this drama, and was caught up in its interrogation
as to what did happen to Elizabeth Ann, given that some
lines obfuscate the meaning, such as, ‘Moon nibbled at,
casts whorls / of tourmaline suns on lake waters’ (p.34).
Such opacity, as well as the historical jargon and
sometime inherent dialogue in this tract, weigh the verse
down, rather like the body of the main protagonist.
This leads onto my chief concern with this collection. I
feel Milford is trying too hard to achieve emphasis,
convey message. She overwrites. For several poems or
parts of poems are too dense. Their navigation is rather
like striding through obdurate mud in a fog, given that
some pieces are deliberate found poems, and that parts in
some pieces are bent on conveying the spoken
peculiarities of 19th century English language, as in
“Criffel Diggings”.
There are too many obscure words, often conjoint on a
page – as though the poet has a thesaurus handcuffed to
her wrist (tamponade; gortex; flocculated; flocculation;
facies; inflouresce; puerperal – anyone?), which leads to a
single line, or several lines such as the following:
Protected from amorous aquifers by Artemis

(“Arethusa’s pool”, p.56)
in atrium of her night orbits

a rare vision

(“The White Wahine” p.67)

before
colonization

Happenstance an ice bridge

(“The Naming of Mt Aspiring”, p.18)

back to before

A further idiosyncrasy is the poet’s regular omission of
verbs or, more frequently, articles, giving an effect of

possible impossibilities

(“Grieve Hopefully” p.70)
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gyrating congregations of green
banshee scream of spirits cast

(“From Mt. Pisa”, p.73)
You take a feline stretch into the dilemma raise a
chalice or two

(“Glendhu Bay”, p.82)
amortize reflection of earth transience

(“Rumbling Burn”, p.84)
a riot of rufescent energies with thick bands of
foreboding

(“Up the Matukituki”, p.89)
chroma of triadic harmony gathers

(“Hells Gates”, p.91)
Appraise by extracorporeal shock waves…

(“Appraise”, p.103)
Then there is a sort of pidgin te reo Māori, whereby some
kupu Māori are thrown into the mix to the detriment of not
only the tongue, but also to ‘te reo Ingarihi’. This crosspollination is no postmodern clarion call, but more a rather
clumsy overkill, as in “Nehenehe; Karakia;
Kahuwhakamarumaruwairua”. While Milford, to give her
credit, does attempt to include a limited sense of preEuropean vistas — although the timeline presented on
pages 113-114 commences only in 1871 — these
excursions into a non-first language come across as
somewhat patronising for me, especially when there is no
requisite macronisation in places.
When I reviewed Milford’s effervescent first collection
Songcatcher for a fine line a few years ago, I made almost
exactly the same points:
‘Sometimes overwritten, as if she clutched a regurgitant
thesaurus as she wrote, [‘katabatic’ keeps calling, as does
‘susurrate’]; sometimes using ngā kupu Māori (Māori
words), as if she has gone direct online to find a straight
transliteration (as, for example, in Korowai whakakaingoa
for Tohinga [sic] – which for me just doesn’t work), rather
than meld the two alien languages into a newly holistic codeswitched via media – à la Powhiri Rika-Heke (1991) —
Milford, when she hits her straps, IS a forceful and fine poet.’
The last part of which leads me to state that I want now
to end my negative comments, and turn to the positive
aspects of this collection. Robynanne Milford can indeed
write well, too: some of her imagery, extended metaphor
and alliterative acts are vividly excellent, as here:
‘…round and round like leaden popcorn’ (“Land of
Darkness”, p.24); ‘Lady Barker rows her tongue among
jungle of thorn / and tussock…’ (“Runs 337 and 337A at
Minaret”, pg. 27); ‘your endeavours / tear at me like

jagged teeth’ (“And Always”, p.85), and ‘a clothesline of
poetry (“Voices from Central”, p.100).
More significantly — and this is my main point here
— the poet writes best when she writes simply and does
not try too hard for effect. There are several rather fine
poems sprinkled here and there as with, for example,
“Mate-Tapu”, “Backyard Days Horizons”, “By Rabbit
Skin Creek”, and “In The Picture Lounge”. Well, almost
all of that last aforementioned piece, as I am uncertain of
what a kowhai uenuku is! He uenuku kōwhai, pea?
Here, there are no unnecessary words. No
unnecessarily overblown or obscure words and their
combinations. No mixed code. Not too much, but not
without, a juxtaposed word array at splay across the page.
Some effective omission of words. Limited punctuation.
Here is a good example from Aspiring Light of just
how well Robynanne Milford can poeticise:
By Rabbit Skin Creek
Lilburn’s willow creek
of sound and distance
is still
the old road quiet
markings merge
envelop the rabbiter
in snow-petal
silence
A white candle transformed
he floats noiseless
navigating by blinks
the infinite horizon home

(p.63)
More koan than poem and as equally effective.
Kia ora mo tēnei whiti. [Thank you for this poem].
Ko te mutunga o taku arotakenga ināianei. [It’s the end
of my review now].

Song of the Ghost in the Machine. Roger
Horrocks (Victoria Univ. Press, 2015). ISBN:
9780864739858. RRP: $25 Paperback. 87 pp.
Reviewed by Jeremy Roberts
‘The Ghost in the Machine’ is a startling phrase that
philosopher Gilbert Ryle originally coined when
discussing the ‘mind-body relationship’ in humans. Kiwi
author Roger Horrocks spent a year thinking hard about
life while going on regular walks — thinking, that is,
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from the confines of his own body. ‘Dated equipment’ is
how he describes his own (aging) sensory vehicle. The
mind of Horrocks, however, did more than merely
perambulate in some steady, expected pattern. On the
evidence here, it remains creative, flexible, and full of
decades of remembered human experience. This work is
both ‘questioning’ and ‘decisive’.
The blurb calls this publication ‘a freewheeling
philosophical poem’, which seems apt, because Horrocks
is certainly in a philosophical mood. But Song of the
Ghost in the Machine is not some heavy academic thesis.
It is very readable and is set out in titled sections that
make it easy to select what you might be most interested
in — i.e. Walking, Consciousness, Body, Language,
Melancholia, Self, Micro/Macro, Sleeping & Waking,
Death, Evolution, and Gods. Horrocks himself states in
afterword notes that consciousness is the overall theme.
A very interesting feature of the book is the major use
of quotations from scientists, philosophers, poets and the
like (including Kiwis), which not only sets a context for
Horrocks, but also offers a parallel range of commentary
and alternative points of view. Each section begins with
around a dozen of these. Horrocks obviously enjoys the
company of these great and interesting minds, and so the
book can almost be read as a collaborative effort.
In Walking, there is some narrative content from the
actual walks, e.g. ‘Step out this morning into winter space
/ textured by fog, wind, pinpricks of rain’. Body and mind
are almost one: ‘Gravity never lets me forget I’m subject
to Earth’ and ‘My legs tingle with messages’. As
Horrocks moves through landscapes, his mind roams:
‘The autumn sun is fierce… What would be the thoughts
of a sun?’ And Horrocks knows he is only a visitor here:
‘Before the last batteries run out, this scout / will report to
base: This is the world I saw’.
In Consciousness, Horrocks has assembled one
hundred stand-alone sentences simply called
‘descriptions’ that read as isolated statements and
explanations — to ponder and place in a suitable context.
Some examples are ‘Primal soup, bubbling’, ‘A dark,
quiet corner in which you spin a web’, ‘The secret
reservoir of greed, lust, envy and rage that you carry like a
concealed suicide vest’, ‘An iPhone permanently out of
range’. It seems that we are nothing without our sensory
gifts and the desire to interact with the world.
In Body, Horrocks discusses the relationship with the
mind. ‘It would be simpler if body and mind were not / an
odd couple, a de facto marriage of opposites’, he says, but
also acknowledges a balance: ‘The mind sings, the body
supplies the beat’. Our own physicality is inescapable:
‘decades of cut hair, nails, dead skin, sweat, urine and
blood…’ The issue of sexual desire is succinctly dealt
with: ‘Desire can be a torment, but it is also a means of
giving the body its due, its just desserts’. According to
Horrocks, ‘The mind and body seldom coincide except /
when sex coaches you in carnal knowledge’. Considering
the significant, often life-changing pull on the behaviour
of humans that sex has, I would like to have seen
Horrocks dedicate a whole section to sex. Here, Horrocks
also gives space to the topic of illness. There are some

lovely stanzas, including powerful lines such as ‘I have
shivered in the frost of cancer’. You almost want to cheer
as he hits out against artificial-intelligence: ‘That we are
dressed in flesh with brains of meat / rather than metal
adds the colours and flavours / of a chaos that no robot or
algorithm can know’.
Horrocks discussed the issue of Language under a subtitle, “The Daybook”. The process of writing, and reasons
for doing so could take up far more space, but here is a
sprinkling of the author’s experiences and points of view:
‘Writing is like walking, wandering along a line / though I
often pause to retrace a step’. Writing is also ‘a thankless
compulsion but as bold as alchemy’. Horrocks manages to
look outside himself, at other writers, reporting on their
own current immersions. He seems disappointed with
much of contemporary poetry — being trapped in the
irony of ‘our sceptical age’. According to Horrocks, poets
now ‘distance themselves from beauty and directness’.
The Melancholia section is set out as a narrative of a
boy’s life, focusing on some intensely self-conscious
moments of ‘education’ about people and the world
around him — the hurtful and/or embarrassing kind that
usually are locked in the memory forever. For example,
‘Soon he is old enough to throw stones / at birds, until his
favourite uncle catches / and punishes him’ and ‘The first
time he feels ice in his veins / is the day two older boys
grab him… and force him, kicking and crying…’ How
much of this is autobiographical is uncertain, but it is very
convincing, nonetheless: ‘He feels he has little in
common with his parents… how can his parents be so
casual, reducing God / to a Sunday routine?’ Teenage
angst reigns over him, including a flirtation with ending
his life: ‘He is jubilant when a book begins: There is but
one / truly serious philosophical question and that is
suicide’. I think this is one of the most powerful sections
in this book — dealing with the universal quest of every
young, intelligent person — the search for ‘answers’ and
the truth about people around them. We are not all blessed
with the gift of optimism. For this boy, ‘the world will
always retain an odd / ambience, a taint of the arbitrary,
mysteries not solved / but shelved’.
Self contains an engaging investigation by Horrocks,
of what it is ‘to be’ — in the physical / mental settings of
the world he knows. Rimbaud’s famous ‘Je est un autre’
(‘I is somebody else’) is called up here — the idea that the
self is something of an illusion, unknown. Horrocks pretty
much shuts it down, having lived in his body for a good
long while (‘My cargo is close to bursting – years of
sights / and smells, ideas and anxieties, mistakes and
regrets’), and prefers to acknowledge that this ‘friendly
and familiar ghost… this stick figure footman’ plays a
real, if small, part in life. As a closing statement, he adds:
‘The self is the vehicle of our lives, a complex, rickety /
contraption often with a mind of its own’.
In Micro / Macro, Horrocks asks: ‘How to elude
vertigo?’and ‘How to grasp inhuman scale?’ In Sleeping
and Waking: ‘How to reduce the assertion of myself, the
friction of surfaces, the pressure of time?’
The final three sections, Death, Evolution and Gods,
bring this fascinating poem/essay to a close. Horrocks
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stares at the inevitable ‘end’ and declares ‘Death is a
oncer which no one can foresee / We contemplate it from
many angles…’ He remembers his boyhood cowboy-andwar comics that were filled with death scenes, sparking
one notably terrific image: ‘…their spasm of blood and
guts rendered stylish / by the Ben-Day dots’. Horrocks
mentions a few unlikely / unlucky deaths, too — e.g.
‘Aeschylus flattened by a tortoise dropped by an eagle /
who mistook his head for a rock’. He recounts a personal
health-scare that made him appreciate life even more. At
the top of his ‘bucket-list’ is ‘my wish… to live long
enough to understand’.
Horrocks’s Evolution stanzas include talking about a
tree he once planted as a seedling, his aging cat, and the
‘elephant in the room’ — his computer. He asks a
prescient question: ‘Will the outcome / not be evolution
but the first complete break / with the story of DNA –
artificial intelligence as a metal / and plastic emptiness, a
desert of silenced neurons?’
The final section, Gods, begins with the question:
‘Why in heaven did God decide to create the world?’ And
so begins a recounted (Christian) religious quest.
Horrocks was ‘desperate to know’ the truth at thirteen,
and Bible class had a profound effect on him, where
Horrocks questioned and shocked his peers: ‘If God only
wanted faith, / why give us so strong an appetite for
questions?’ His minister was ‘adamant that the only
motive for creating the world was kindness – to bless
believers with the joys of nature, fellowship, and family’.
Reading these passages reminded me of the young Arthur
Rimbaud sticking it to the church in 19th-century France,
although there’s no hint here of a slide into decadent
bohemianism. Horrocks ultimately could not stand God’s
‘disregard for collateral damage’ and so left the
‘congregation’ to think on his own – ‘God shrank /
gradually to human proportions…’
There are some highly engaging passages that tell of
his spiritual considerations in adulthood, e.g. ‘The church
shines its spotlight on earthly things… but daylight
reduces / the stage to a tawdry set… popes and patriarchs,
gurus / and ayatollahs still shout stage directions’. Many
readers would probably like to discuss this material with
Horrocks. I know I would. We are left with his ‘openended epitaph’: ‘Kilroy was (briefly) here… still a citizen
of the biosphere, not eager to disappear… he no longer
pins his hopes on prayer / His faith is simply (simply?) to
be aware.’
There is something rather brave, heroic — and even
generous, about this collection, this ‘poem’ by Horrocks.
It will, hopefully, be read by a wide demographic. It’s
probably pitched for his peers — the aging Baby-Boomer
generation, but it has much content that is relevant to far
younger audiences, too. And it’s rich in humanity. What a
mind Horrocks has. He’s such a thoughtful person, he
even acknowledges that some of his views on death and
religion may not sit well with people from different
beliefs and customs. This ‘ghost in the machine’ has sung
a very memorable song. You never know what someone is
thinking, when they walk past you in the street.

Members’ Poems
On the Numeralla
We were hunched under dog-bush
above the river,
hand-lining for trout.
Doug spotted a fox.
He nudged me;
we watched as it walked backwards
into the water,
holding a small stick in its mouth.
It submerged inch by inch,
slowly, deliberately,
‘til only nostrils showed, and the twig
now crawling with insects
above the slow swirl of water;
held for a moment, then the twig floated off,
the fox sprang to the bank, shook itself
and vanished back into the scrub.

Must have had fleas
Doug muttered, dipping a wet
worm-covered hook into dust
to add a little casting weight.

—Mercedes Webb-Pullman
ABOUT
mortal & mammal
you with wide eyes
caught in your dark
immobilised unblinking
the slink of night
catching your moonlight
catching you out
shadows shrink
your skin & limb
tight with disguise
voyeur lurking
at the edge of lives
the green-eyed wild
caged in your sight

—Suzanne Herschell
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Animals

Sky stave

Our girls watched, enchanted as

Birds on the wire

Snowdrop, and her new bunny

black crotchets quaver

playmate, Marshmallow danced

rattle of tail-feathers

in greeting. They fluttered toward

squawks and trills

one another, leaping and binkying

song against the clouds

bunny pirouettes of friendship

evening hymn

though, oddly, tufts of downy
bunny fur started settling

Poor possum dead

on the back lawn,

the hawk waits
for a break in the traffic

soft as drifting feathers

the light-coloured belly fur

following a pillow fight

shines in the afternoon sun

and candyfloss pink
lines blossomed on

Obedience

the rabbits’ flanks and thighs,

I have been chasing words all week

then, ‘What’s that white thing?’

they will not come when I call

A little bob tail, there
on the lawn, a gelatinous

I need to buy a check-chain

red glob of bunny blood

have regular training sessions

on the bone stump
tainting its cartoon

a sharp pull on the leash

whiteness.

heel I shall say

and sit and roll over

The Flemish Giant,

and the words

the lovely words

Oryctolagus cuniculus,

incarnadine and azurite

when territorial, will fight
fiercely, kicking out with its,

and bathyscaph and metaphrast

powerful hindlegs. Its claws

will settle obediently around me

are keen-edged and will cleave
skin, tissue, even bone.

with ears erect

paws up to shake

they will wait expectantly

Snowdrop had sliced off
Marshmallow’s tail. Our girls

for me to choose the perfect ones

watched, enthralled as we

to sniff out emotion hidden in letters

tended to her and she ate
a carrot, unconcerned.

follow a trail or round up phrases
to sit beside me and lean their weight in

We went to retrieve
her tail. It was gone.

when I am lonely or afraid

Our black and white

to discover the bright toy lost in the rough

tufty tussock of shih tzu,
Oscar, had eaten it.

It must be only a matter of appropriate control

Animal.

come periphrastic

—David Schaumann

come elytr

come salamander

come

—Alexandra Fraser
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Guilty pleasure

Piwakawaka
I didn’t know you knew that

It was discovered

I should have,

that worms

shouldn’t I?

do indeed feel pain
though not

There was a time I knew

if beheaded

each piece of you

by unfortunate spade

– your elvin chin

topped or tailed

your almond eyes

still sleeping

the tiny anemone milk bud

in the Earth’s rich bed

on the soft curl of your lip

but if turned

translucent cheeks

wee sods

on gracile bone, wrists

to the nuclear sun

like fine china.

then,
their silent screams

You kiss, kiss

thrash Papatuanuku’s

your rosebud lips

wet lungs.

to draw her near
I am afraid of this bird

It takes an age

Piwakawaka

to work the garden

bringer of new beginnings

when I must stop

bringing to mind

to re-turn each one

your end as mine
the beginning of you

Piwakawaka

without me

—Melissa Browne
Piwakawaka you cry
Your pointed finger
suddenly longer
than yesterday

Important stuff that you notice when you are on your way to work
It wasn’t until she really looked down at the book she was reading past her ample
bosom that she noticed the cat hairs on the breast of her black cardigan. It had
just been washed so, theoretically, there should have been no hairs at all. But then
she remembered that prior to this, she had put the cat blanket in the washing
machine, the one that usually lay on the end of the black leather couch. The last
visitor had sat on this blanket in the sun and when he got up to leave, the back of
his black tee shirt was covered with cat fur. She noticed it as he was leaning over to
put the baby in the car, oblivious to the collage of spiky whiteness on his back,
sparkling in the sun, looking just like a Christmas decoration that you might find
when vacuuming under the couch, several months after the festive season.

—Susan Howard
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Remembering Harry

James Loves Unicorns

Your face hovering stock-still, serene, not a dream

This, reworked over & over

I tell Taisala we should ring to talk to you

after the first was met with

but with the morning’s energy spent not shouting

‘but it doesn’t rhyme’,

getting him school-bus ready, calling would have to wait.

oh, the slight to my stanza’d ego, so…

Too late, pick up to hear sniffs, gulps for air.

‘On safari in Botswana

Panicking in silence that something had happened

I promise James a poem

to one of the girls, I recognise with selfish relief

so I ask what he likes

the voice of grief, crackling across time zones

School? Family? Friends?

‘Sokay sis, Harry came to me last night.’

He pipes up with ‘dirt bikes!’

You’d been found still, asleep.
What about animals we’ve seen?
1/ Dad’s body at home, you nearing to view,

Lions, leopards, cheetahs?

shooing you away, ignorant

the Okavango, Kwai Concession,

that you could’ve been in mourning too.

the places we’ve been?

2/ The procession, carrying the casket to the marae,

No, not a single one of them would do,

yelling at you to ‘get home!’, that look of rejection,

James wants a poem

compliance as you retreat to wait alone,

about his favourite animal,

I should’ve whistled you back

one which we won’t find on safari,

when I saw the other dogs down there.

or in any zoo.

3/ Hurrying back from the church hall, I step over you

The unicorn!

on the front porch, your head barely lifting.

I’ve seen in pictures, white, doe-eyed

Grabbing what I’d come for, leaving you as you were,

softish mane, curlyish horn.

I spot you in the rear vision, galloping, following.

Hmmm, are they as tall as a horse?
Where do they come from?

Reversing, squeezing you in the back with the nieces

Do they give birth?

I gun it back to the hall.

Are they even born?

Leaping out, ignoring all, you bound straight
for the stage, trot around the casket more than once,

Or do they sprout on magic clouds,

take a whiff & whimper your goodbyes.

then float down to earth,
to strut their awe factor

4/ The whanau placing love tokens in your grave,

& all that they’re worth?

sharing how you’d go mental at the rattle
of your chain anticipating a walk,

James says they fart

sitting at your bowl 6 o’clock on the dot,

& poop rainbows,

offering a paw, scratching the front door,

a visual revelation for me,

way before anyone would enter,

of priceless gay unicorns,

the pa kids trembling your name

prancing around unbothered & free.’

& such mana amongst your own,
that they would cross the street, nodding.

— Fetūolemoana Elisara
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Winner of the NZPS Instagram Competition

with its flood.
Leaving behind a guilty stench,

Ti Point

in our inhale.
Baby, that is all still there.
And so, I walk back down the aisle,
to the shadow you love.
A ghost, amongst ghosts;
between two lands.
And I cry out mute attempts,
to force substance
to our shadow.
But the undercurrent pulls,
a void between us.
And so it is;
lovers, unloved.
Just so you know,
we are no longer there,

I came back to the place you love,

in the place you love.

— Baraa Hamandi

and just so you know,
that graveyard of abandoned cars,
that’s still there.

New on the NZPS Bookshelf
Yes love, that’s still there.

Hot off the press!

In the shadow,
of that token Myrtle;
Tawhaki’s blood,
now it’s ancient crust;
stands the burdened wharf;
an aeonian pair.

NZPS has the following new releases
available for review:
•

Adcock, Fleur - Hoard (VUP 2017)

•

Howell, John - Homeless, Poems by
John Howell (Makaro Press 2017)

•

Prime, Patricia & Beverland Margaret
(Eds) - Kokako 27 (September 2017)

•

Rapatahana, Vaughan - ternion
(erbacce-press 2017)

Each rooted; to have and to hold;
her earth; his water.
Mute testaments to decay.
That’s all still there, honey.
Where that carcass lies,
crucified for its pedigree lines.
Whose eyes pant,

Reviewers get to keep the book and receive
a $10 book voucher to buy another one.
Contact editor@poetrysociety.org.nz to
register your interest.

for a forgiving past.
Whose marrow lactates,
a tidal blood,
quenching the wood
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Members’ Books

Regional Report

Presenting the newest publications by New Zealand
Poetry Society members. Congratulations, poets!

Windrift

Field Notes (Auckland: Mākaro Press)

Pouring rain, lashing wind and, as well, AGM.
Nevertheless, there was high humour and creativity in our
workshop. Karen Butterworth set the topics: dormancy/
resurgence, frustration (‘Make it fun’), childhood. Haiku,
senryu, tanka, haibun: all invited, but we veered towards
the shorter forms.

by Mary Cresswell
A satiric miscellany, these are
poems “written from a joy in words
and in a hope that they might be
useful notes to our own fields of
vision”.
makaropress.co.nz/submarinebooks-2/field-notes-by-marycresswell

by Nola Borrell, Convenor (August 2017)

bright winter’s morning
a small shadow crosses the lawn –
butterfly

—Penny Pruden
Delight greeted this image. ‘Shadow’ (and winter) did
lead to talking about the short-lived life of a butterfly,
however. Then this haiku, which invited reflection.

ternion (Liverpool: erbacce-press)

beams of sunlight

by Vaughan Rapatahana

through the dormer window
a prelude to spring

—Julie Adamson
Julie explained that at a certain time of year, the sun
shone through the window and she traced its progress
across the carpet on subsequent days.
the moon, the cherry, and the frog
all linked
in a clinche

—Bevan Greenslade
These poems are “a sumptuous helping of aural and
visual language on the page, a glorious banquet of words”.
erbacce-press.webeden.co.uk/#/vaughanrapatahana/4593968366

Who else but the member who likes to ignore rules and
do things his own way? And no, ‘clinche’ is not a typo.
This was a dormancy/resurgence offering, but could just
as easily be frustration.

ipad dad
rocking the baby buggy
with one foot

Kinds of Hunger
(Wellington: Steele
Roberts)

—Nola Borrell

by Jan Hutchison
Jan Hutchison’s “imaginative
leaps are startling: her mind ever
quizzical, puzzling at what is just
beyond perception”.
steeleroberts.co.nz/product/
kinds-of-hunger

Harumi Hasegawa thought the rhythm of ‘ipad dad’
linked with the rhythm of rocking. The author was happy
to hear this comment.
missing child
an empty chrysalis
on his bike

—Ernest J Berry
Yes, strong linked images and emotional charge. We like
to find some nitpicking criticism for this experienced
poet, but had to praise his haiku.
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The Poetry Book Society’s Student Poetry
Prize 2017

Opportunities
by Jessie Puru

Prole, Poetry and Prose
Prole, Poetry and Prose is open to submissions of
fiction, creative non-fiction and poetry. Our submission
guidelines are here: prolebooks.co.uk/submissions.html
We are also taking entries for our prose writing
competition, The Prolitzer Prize. We have a £300 prize fund
and the excellent Angela Readman is our judge this year.
Full details are here: prolebooks.co.uk/prose
competition.html
Prole was recently voted best Literary Magazine 2016 at
the Saboteur Awards.

Brief
Brief is an independent print journal, founded in 1995. It
appears bianually and publishes poetry, prose, essays… and
things that are difficult to categorise. We are always
looking for interesting, experimental, adventurous, or
challenging new writing, from both established and
emerging writers.

Mimicry
Now open for submissions. Check out the YouTube
video: www.youtube.com/watch?v=xjCBVeU_fIY for more
information.

The Poetry Kit Spring Competition 2017
This year’s competition is for poetry on any subject.
There are no style or length restrictions but it should be
stressed that a short poem is just as likely to be selected as a
longer one. 1st prize is £100. The top ten poems will be
published in a special edition of Caught in the Net (CITN).
Visit poetrykit.org/comp-spring.htm for more info.

Neon Literary Magazine Is Now Open To
Submissions
After a longer-than-planned hiatus, submissions are now
once again open for future issues of Neon Literary
Magazine. We’re seeking the best fiction, poetry, artwork
and graphic short stories we can find. Have something you
think might be at home in the magazine? Feel free to send it
along – full guidelines can be found at
www.neonmagazine.co.uk/guidelines

FishNClips
Jason Bock, a filmmaker based in Auckland, is looking
for a poet to collaborate with him on a short, abstract film.
The film is a creative personal project and has a script,
which needs to be converted into a poem.
Please contact Jason at FishNClips if you are interested.
FishNClips, 230 Ponsonby Road, Ponsonby, Auckland.
Phone +64 9 309 2294, cell +64 27 4175021. Visit
fishnclips.com and email jason@fishnclips.com

Entry is free to PBS members. Non-members must pay
a £10 entry fee. Judge: Sam Buchan-Watts. 1st Prize
£100, 2nd Prize £50, 3rd Prize £25. Winners notified 2nd
March and announced 6th March 2018.
An additional 3 highly commended poems will receive
PBS Associate membership. Winners’ poems published
on PBS website. 1st prize winner will feature in the PBS
Bulletin.
Find out more about the Student Poetry Prize here:
www.poetrybooks.co.uk/pages/poetry-book-societystudent-poetry-prize-2017

2018 Calibre Essay Prize
Entries are open for the 2018 ABR Calibre Essay
Prize, one of the world's leading prizes for a new essay.
We look for original and unpublished non-fiction essays
of any subject between 3,000 to 6,000 words, written in
English. The judges are Andrea Goldsmith, Phillipa
McGuinness, and Peter Rose. Entry fees are AU$15 for
ABR subscribers or AU$25 for non-subscribers (the latter
includes a free four-month subscription to ABR Online).
Entries close 15 January 2018.
Total Prize: AU$7,500 (First prize $5,000, second
prize $2,500). Entries close 15 January 2018.
More information at
australianbookreview.com.au/index.php?option=com_k2
&view=item&layout=item&id=4307&Itemid=300

2017 ABR Peter Porter Poetry Prize
The Peter Porter Poetry Prize is now worth a total of
AU$8,500. The judges are John Hawke, Bill Manhire, and
Jen Webb. We welcome entries from poets writing in
English worldwide. Entry fees are AU$15 for ABR
subscribers or AU$25 for non-subscribers (the latter
includes a free four-month subscription to ABR Online).
Entries close 3 December 2017.
Total Prize: AU$8,500. First Prize $5,000 and a print
of an etching by Arthur Boyd. Second prize $2,000. Three
shortlisted poems $500. Entries close 3 December 2017.
More information at
australianbookreview.com.au/index.php?option=com_k2
&view=item&layout=item&id=4307&Itemid=300

Minarets Poetry Journal Call for Submissions
Minarets Poetry Journal issue eight will be edited by
Erena Shingade. Submission deadline: 31 January 2018.
More information at minarets.info/guides/

Keep up-to-date with all the latest opportunities on the
NZPS website (www.poetrysociety.org.nz) and Facebook
www.facebook.com/NewZealandPoetrySociety
We are also on Instagram: @nzpoetrysociety and Twitter:
@NZPS
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Regular events around
New Zealand
Auckland
Poetry Live Auckland: Book yourself in to read at Poetry
Live, at the Thirsty Dog, 469 Karangahape Rd, Auckland
City. Tuesdays, 8 pm. Guest poets, guest musician & open
mike. Contact: MCs Dietrich, Rachael, Penny, Tim or
Michelle by email: poetrylive@gmail.com, putting MC’s
name in subject line.
306 Open Mike Night: Standing invitation every
Wednesday night, 8–11 pm, 306 Bar & Bistro, 306
Onehunga Mall. Poets, Musos, Singers, Poets, Comedians,
other performers. The main focus is the acoustic guitar
players & singer / songwriters, but all performers
welcome. There is a small in-house PA System with 2
microphones. Other than that, musicians should bring their
own gear. Free entry.
Open Mic Night Waiatarua: 7–10pm every 2nd Wednesday.
Free entry. Elevation Café, 473 Scenic Drive. Poets,
singer/songwriters, comedians – original performers
encouraged, solos, duos & small ensembles only (sorry, no
drum kits). PA, mics, stands & percussion supplied, 3
items (max 15 mins) per performer. Performers prize
draw. To pre-book a spot, E: fionamcewen@clear.net.nz
or enter on the night. For more info or restaurant
bookings, call Elevation (09) 814 1919. Email
info@elevationcafe.co.nz
Inside.Out Open Mic for Writers (est. 2012): Open mic
readings and performances with guest musicians, once
every month. All writers welcome to share fiction, poetry,
non-fiction, performance poetry etc or come as audience,
meet other writers & get updates on what’s on. Five-wordchallenge with three book prizes. 7–10 pm, One2One
Café, 121 Ponsonby Rd, Auckland. Email for more info:
anitaarlov@hotmail.co.nz
Titirangi Poet’s Sessions are held at Titirangi Library, 500
Titirangi South Road, between 2 pm and 4 pm on the
second Saturday of every month. More info, email:
piers@wwandd.co.nz
Orewa Writing Group: an informal writing group of three
active writers looking for more writers to join in our group
in Orewa NZ. We meet on the first Monday of each
month. Email ricpacifica@yahoo.co.nz.

Christchurch
Airing Cupboard Women’s Poets meet at 10 am, every 2
weeks at South Christchurch Library, 66 Colombo Street
Street. Ring Judith Walsh ph. 03 342 9881 or Barbara
Strang ph. 03 376 4486.
The Canterbury Poet’s Collective Spring Season:
Wednesdays at 6.30 pm, CPIT Students Association
(CPSA) Hall, 5 Madras Street. Canterbury Poets
Collective (CPC) presents open mic and guest readers.
Audience votes for the Best Open Mic Poet. The
programme will be posted when it is available.

Catalyst Poetry Open Mic: First Wednesday of the month,
The Twisted Hop, 616 Ferry Rd, Woolston,
Christchurch.
Beat Street Sessions, Christchurch: Third Thursday of the
month at Beat St Cafe, corner of Barbados & Armagh
Sts. 6 pm for music and open mic sign-up; 7 pm for
guest poets. Entry: $5 if you can.
Poetry For Pudding: Meets from 12–1.30pm on the
second Friday of the month, at University Bookshop,
Ilam. This is a relaxed supportive environment where
poets of all levels are welcome. Bring a favourite poem
– yours, or another’s – to share.
Selwyn Writer’s Salon: First Tuesday of the Month,
upstairs at The Laboratory, 7–9 pm. Free Admission –
all welcome.
Small White Teapot: Meets regularly at 7 pm on the third
Tuesday of the month, for about a couple of hours to
hear, discuss and critique the haiku. We do not stick to
the 5-7-5 format of the Japanese language style of three
line haiku, as some thinking is that if Basho, the master
haiku writer had spoken and written in the English
language, he would have used the syllabic format which
has developed. The same guidelines apply: environment,
season, nature, the moment, imagery, etc. usually in
three lines. Sundry cost of $3. Venue: Avebury House,
Eveleyn Couzins Ave, Richmond. The SWTHG will be
pleased to welcome you.
The Catalyst poetry open mic. Tuesdays at 8 pm.
Wunderbar, Lyttelton. BYO poetry, creative writing —
all welcome.

Coromandel
Thames Poets Circle, co-hosted by Greg Brimblecombe
and Jill Steadman Read, meets on the fourth Thursday of
every month at 7 pm. Venue: SpeakEasy, 740 Pollen
Street, Thames. For more information, please contact
Greg on 07 868 9947 or greg.brimblecombe@gmail.com
and jills1@xtra.co.nz.

Cromwell
Cromwell Writers meet on the last Tuesday of the month
in the homes of members on a shared basis. Contact
Tom Llandreth on 03 4451352.

Dunedin
Live Poetry With The Octagon Poetry Collective: We
meet monthly (most months) in the Dog With Two Tails
Cafe and Bar in Moray Place, a few doors up from the
Rialto Cinema, at 8 pm, on the second-last Tuesday of
the month. For specific details, check out our Facebook
page: Octagon Collective/Dog with Two Tails Poetry
Readings. To contact us, email
octagoncollective@gmail.com and cc:
cmccurdie@xtra.co.nz

Golden Bay
Golden Bay Live Poet’s Society has a monthly
Performance Night at the famous Mussel Inn Bush Café
at Onekaka. (For dates, go to Mussel Inn.) Visiting poets
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are most welcome. For news of meetings, contact
convenor Mark Raffills at mark@drycrust.com or 03 544
4975 ext. 210

Greymouth
Word Of Mouth meets every month on the last Wednesday,
7.30–9pm at the Left Bank Art Gallery, 1 Tainui Street. A
friendly, enthusiastic gathering of poets and poetry fans.
All welcome. Contact Greg O’Connell W: (03) 768 5597
H: (03) 768 5222 M: (027) 759 0531 E:
greg@gregoconnell.com

Hamilton
POETS ALIVE meet on the last Friday of the month from
7–9pm. For more information, contact Celia Hope at
poetsalivenz@gmail.com

Hawke’s Bay
Hawke’s Bay Live Poetry Society meets at 8 pm on the
second Monday of each month (except January) at the
Hastings Community Arts Centre, 106 Russell Street,
Hastings. Contact Bill Sutton on 06 844 4196 or email
suttb70@gmail.com

Kapiti
Poets To The People meets at Hightide Cafe, 44 Marine
Parade, Paraparaumu Beach, 4–6pm, on the last Sunday of
the month, February to November, except October. Guest
poet each month. Open mic at 4 pm. Snacks and beverages
are available. Entry price of $5 covers the poet’s koha and
general expenses. Contact Michael Keith,
mickeith@ihug.co.nz

Marlborough
Poetry Corner: An informal group for lovers of poetry;
meets between 6pm and 8.30pm on the first Monday of
each month, at various locations. Readers, writers,
listeners and performers are all welcome. Come and go as
you please during the allotted time. For more information,
please contact June Bowen at 03 577 9035.

Nelson
Nelson Live Poets Society meets on the fourth Monday of
every month at The Free House, 95 Collingwood Street; 6
pm for a 6.30 pm start. Open mic. marybell@ts.co.nz

Picton
Picton Poets: (founded by Ernest Berry in 1994) meet on the
third Wednesday of each month at 10.30 am at the Picton
Library. Poets share their own original poetry and
comment in an encouraging way. New members and
visitors to Marlborough are welcome.

Palmerston North
STAND UP POETRY: Open mic poetry evening and
special guest poet. First Wednesday of the month, 7–9 pm,
Sound & Vision Zone, Level 1, Central Library.
Organiser: Helen Lehndorf.

For more information on this, and other happenings,
contact (06) 351 4100; email:
promotions@pncc.govt.nz; website
www.citylibrary.pncc.govt.nz/
Contact person at the library is Jenny Veller.

Porirua
POETRY AND MUSIC AT THE METRO. First Sunday
of every month, 3–6pm at the Metropolitan Restaurant
and Bar, 7 Lydney Place, Porirua City Centre (opp.
Railway Station, behind Bus stop).
Programme: 3–5 pm, Open mic for any performance
poetry, song, instrumental, original or covers, dance etc,
any genre – traditional or contemporary, pop, rock, folk,
rap, whatever. 5–6 pm, features, invited guest artist –
poet, musician, singer, band, soloist or combination.
Come along and put your name on the blackboard and
have a go, or just listen and enjoy. Koha collection taken
for guest artist. Food and drink available from bar. We
are always looking for guest artists, whether musos,
poets, dancers, or any other type of performers.
For more information, contact Phil O’Connell (04) 2379902; mobile 027 786 5542; if you are interested and
available, email philjoconnell@gmail.com

Rotorua
rotorua mad poets meet every Wednesday night at the
Rotorua Public Library at 6 pm. All poets and general
public welcome to attend. Light refreshments available
afterwards. 7.30–9.30 pm.

Taupo
Live Poets: A friendly group of Taupo poets and writers
who meet for informal readings at 5.15 pm on the last
Wednesday of each month at the Taupo Museum.
These are open to all, and readings of original poems and
those by favourite authors are encouraged.
Email Geni for more information,
genirayjohnston@gmail.com

Tauranga
TAURANGA WRITERS: A self-help group established
over 40 years ago. We get together monthly to exchange
experience and expertise, discuss tactics and techniques
and to share work in progress for constructive criticism.
We meet on the first Thursday of the month at 7 pm, at
The Alzheimer’s Society House, 116, 13th Avenue,
Tauranga. Contact Jenny Argante on 07 578 5757 and
022 053 48 68, or email jenny.argante@gmail.com
All genres and new members always welcome. Enquirers
may request a complimentary copy of Update, our
monthly newsletter, to find out what we’re all about.
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Timaru
For poetry events, or to contact Timaru or South Canterbury
poets, contact Karalyn Joyce, phone 036147858, email
karalynjoyce@xtra.co.nz

2017 ANTHOLOGY ORDER FORM
after the cyclone
Please send this completed form and payment to:
Anthology, NZPS, PO Box 5283, Wellington, 6140.

Wairarapa
WAIRARAPA WORD meets on the first Sunday of the
month, 3–5 pm, at Almo Books, High St, Carterton. All
welcome: poets, novelists, lyricists, story-tellers, more.
We read aloud our original work and the work of others.
Free entry. Cash bar.

Wanaka
POETIC JUSTICE WANAKA: Wanaka poets meet
sporadically for open mic nights and workshops. They
have a growing programme of national and international
performers. See the website for meeting dates and times:
facebook.com/Poetic-Justice-Wanaka-116992045162321

Wellington
POETRY IN MOTION happens on the first Wednesday of
the month at Meow, in Edward St. It is an inclusive event
that aims to raise the profile of poetry and spoken word as
a fun, engaging art form and challenge people’s notions of
what poetry is. This is a forum for sharing ideas, laughter,
tears and views on life with a community of people who
love words and performance in a lively bar atmosphere.
No open mic as such, but people can book a ‘Stage’ slot
during the first half of the show and read/perform for 5–6
minutes.
POETRY AT THE FRINGE: 4–6 pm on the 3rd Sunday of
every month at the The Fringe Bar, Allen St. Featuring an
open mic, Guest Poet and a musical interlude. For
information, contact Neil Furby,
ballroompoetrycafe@gmail.com

• Please make cheques payable to
New Zealand Poetry Society
• For overseas orders, we accept these foreign currencies
(cash only): $AUS, $US, $CA, €, £
• All figures below are in NZ dollars. Check
www.xe.com for current exchange rate.
• We also accept PayPal payments at:
poetrysociety.org.nz/nzps-anthology
NZ$ per
No. of
Total
copy
copies
Free delivery within New Zealand, for up to 2 copies.
Contributor/NZPS
Member Rate
25
(incl. poets with work
in anthology)
1 to 2 copies
Retail Rate
27
1 to 2 copies
(Trade: deduct 40%.
P&p incl. in price.)
Australia Rate
incl. p&p
30
1 to 2 copies
Rest of World Rate
incl. p&p
33
1 to 2 copies
Totals

Name: ________________________________________
Address: ______________________________________

Whakatane
LIVE POETS meet at 7.30 pm on the third Monday of
the month, in the home of a member. Contact: Margaret
Wilson at 07 3072308 (you can leave a message).

______________________________________________
Post Code: _____________________________________
Email: ________________________________________
Telephone: _____________________________________

Whangarei
ONEONESIX, 116 Bank Street, Whangarei, 5–8 pm,
third Thursday of the month. Contact pietn@outlook.com

NZPS does not sell or otherwise distribute your
personal information. We will only contact you if there is
a question about your order or for membership purposes.
NZPS website: www.poetrysociety.org.nz
NZPS email: info@poetrysociety.org.nz
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The New Zealand Poetry Society Inc.
THANK YOU FOR BEING A MEMBER
Please complete the form below and return it with your subscription to:
Membership, New Zealand Poetry Society, PO Box 5283, Lambton Quay, Wellington 6145.

Or go to the membership page on the website to renew online:

https://poetrysociety.org.nz/members/joining-the-nzps
NAME: ______________________________________________________________________
POSTAL ADDRESS: __________________________________________________________
_______________________________________ POST CODE: _________________________
E-MAIL ADDRESS: ___________________________________________________________
TELEPHONE NUMBER(S) ______________________________________________________

SUBSCRIPTION FOR PERIOD: April 2017 – March 2018
Please make cheques payable to The New Zealand Poetry Society Inc or to pay electronically:
ANZ Bank account name: NZ Poetry Society Inc
Account number: 060501-0823371-10
Please remember to include the word “sub” and the member name as per the application form in the
reference field, to simplify our bookkeeping.

□ Basic sub – magazine will be emailed to you – $30
– Please note: if you live outside New Zealand, your magazine will be emailed.

□ Joint membership (two members in the same household, separate or same email address) – $45
□ Postal sub (optional extra: a printed copy of the magazine posted to you) – $30
– Please note: this is AS WELL AS the basic or joint subscription fee

□ Group membership (schools, libraries: 1 copy of the magazine posted) – $60
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